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wavelab also sports all of its long-running daw tools, like sophisticated time/pitch shift tool for when things don’t quite
fit or, for whatever reason you decide to call time and don’t. you can also record and save your sessions for playback
and sharing later. there’s also a new mono/stereo views plus an option to automatically create a stereo view from a

mono audio file by using its phase information. a new session replay and speed control tool allows you to see what the
session looked like at different playback speeds when you’re done. wavelab 11s rendering engine is the same as before

but, for the first time, it can work in stereo in either hardware or software format. in the former, you can now process
your stereo material using the new amp modelling tools. these new amp modelling tools allows the user to apply a

variety of direct amp models that effectively take the role of the analog circuitry in a valve amp, including the ability to
process an entire chain of effects with the master volumes already set-up and configured. with wavelab 11, you can

also apply any of the existing masterrig fx presets, in both the master section, stereo eq section and dynamics section.
this will help you get up to speed with the features and can also mean that if the user is familiar with them, you can

build upon that knowledge rather than starting from scratch. wavelab is now a full 64-bit application, of course, for os x
leopard. the os x features make extensive use of cocoa and quartz, for which apple are rightfully famous. wavelab
appears to be all but single-threaded and, as a result, it is not only a well-integrated piece of software, but a well-

integrated component of the mac as a whole. this means that the primary thread of operation is completely dependant
on the leopard kernel to open and close filestreams. wavelab stores all of this on disk, however, so the core of its

operation is entirely thread-safe and so, as far as i can tell, completely isolated from other applications on your mac.
accordingly, neither the configuration dialog nor any of the source data is saved with each session, meaning that it will

be lost with closing down the program.
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one of the first things to note in v9 is the new selection ui, which is, perhaps, a little easier on the eyes than the old one.
selected clips can be viewed on a separate tab which allows you to skip back and forth between clips and regions.

alongside the new ui youll find a number of workflow enhancements. in particular, there are new nodes and layers for
handling audio and audio and midi data. the audio nodes (a, b, c,..) appear to have an exactly equivalent role as those
used in v8, however the new layer system enables you to route audio signals to specific nodes, rather than routing to a

single mixer. a new effects panel enables you to apply effects to selected regions. one of the most welcome new
additions to v9 is waverig, which aims to make wavelab workflows a little less tedious. this feature is designed to make
life easier for those of you that have multiple audio tracks coming from the same source. for example, lets say you have
your voiceovers on one track, and all your music on another. you then wish to apply effects to the music first. however,
you dont want to apply your effects to your voiceovers. instead, you can use waverig to set up a rule which applies the

effects only to the music tracks, leaving the voiceovers unaffected. there is also a new effect called a ramp which
provides a transient-free stereo panorama equalizer with selectable bands, which can be applied to a range of audio

clips. finally, waverig makes it easier to group regions and clips into segments. the latter is a big plus if you have a lot of
clips or regions. waverig allows you to link clips together using either a time or audio cue based approach, which you

can then sequence using track lanes. waverig isnt designed to generate any output - so you still need to run your
project to that stage - but it means you dont need to create multiple audio projects to apply or mix audio tracks to get

the desired result. 5ec8ef588b
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